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Measurements were made on an Orion heat shield model to demonstrate the capability of the new LENS-XX expansion tunnel facility to make high quality measurements of heat transfer distributions at flow velocities from 3 km/s ($h_0 = 5$ MJ/kg) to 8.4 km/s ($h_0 = 36$ MJ/kg). Thirty-nine heat transfer gauges, including both thin-film and thermocouple instruments, as well as four pressure gauges, and high-speed Schlieren were used to assess the aerothermal environment on the capsule heat shield. Only results from laminar boundary layer runs are reported. A major finding of this test series is that the high-enthalpy, low-density flows displayed surface heating behavior that is observed to be consistent with some finite-rate recombination process occurring on the surface of the model. It is too early to speculate on the nature of the mechanism, but the response of the gages on the surface seems generally repeatable and consistent for a range of conditions. This result is an important milestone in developing and proving a capability to make measurements in a ground test environment and extrapolate them to flight for conditions with extreme non-equilibrium effects. Additionally, no significant, isolated stagnation point augmentation (“bump”) was observed in the tests in this facility. Cases at higher Reynolds number seemed to show the greatest amount of overall increase in heating on the windward side of the model, which may in part be due to small-scale particulate.

I. Introduction

LENS XX expansion tunnel facility, shown in Fig. 1, is a unique facility that has been designed and built over the past several years specifically to provide the environment that duplicates the conditions of atmospheric reentry by replicating the extreme energy levels of orbital and super-orbital velocities while maintaining a clean, quiescent thermochemical state in the freestream test gas. In most other types of high-enthalpy facilities, a stagnant reservoir of gas is heated by one of several means to a very high total temperature and then expanded through a converging-diverging nozzle to accelerate the gas. At sufficiently high enthalpies (above 4 MJ/kg for air), the test gas dissociates in the reservoir; the subsequent, rapid expansion through the nozzle freezes non-equilibrium thermal and chemical energy in the freestream test gas. An expansion tunnel is different in that the bulk of the energy is added to the test gas by unsteady expansion, so the kinetic energy of the gas is increased while the temperature of the gas remains relatively low. A secondary benefit of this type of facility is that it can be used to generate very high Reynolds number flows since the flow is never stagnated and the low-pressure moving gas can have incredibly high effective stagnation pressure.
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A. LENS-XX Facility Description
The LENS-XX facility generates test flows in a manner that is very different from the reflected shock tunnel facilities. Reflected shock tunnels operate by driving strong incident and reflected shocks through the test gas which results in a high pressure, high temperature, stagnant reservoir which can be expanded through a converging-diverging nozzle-like a blowdown facility. Expansion tunnels do not stagnate the test gas at any time before it flows over the test article. Instead, the test gas is set into motion by a single shock of only weak to moderate strength, and the bulk of the energy in the flow is added to kinetic energy directly by using an unsteady acceleration to increase the velocity. A wave diagram of the basic states of the expansion tunnel is given in Fig. 2. In this figure, position is plotted schematically along the horizontal axis and time is plotted qualitatively along the vertical axis. The three test chambers are filled to different pressures and initially separated by diaphragms, where the primary diaphragm between the driver and test gas sections is broken at a time designated as zero. The waves in the diagram are shocks (red), contact surfaces (dotted grey) or isentropic expansion fans (green), where the thermodynamic state and/or composition of the gases change across any of the waves. Important thermodynamic states of the gases are numbered and the label is colored by the gas composition.

The driver gas (State 4) is a very high pressure, heated, low molecular weight gas (typically hydrogen or helium) that causes a primary shock of moderate strength to move through the test gas when the primary diaphragm is broken. This shock raises the pressure in the test gas just sufficiently to break the secondary diaphragm and causes an initial velocity toward the right in the schematic (State 2). The peak temperature of the test gas during the entire excitation process occurs at State 2, which is typically on the order of 2,000 – 3,000 K or approximately an order of magnitude lower than a comparable freestream condition in a reflected shock tunnel. The moving test gas then accelerates into a much lower pressure acceleration segment that is typically at nearly vacuum (State 10). The unsteady expansion causes the test gas to cool and accelerate to very high velocities, given by State 5. This is the freestream state of the test gas at the end of the tube. The freestream velocity obtained is primarily dependent on the molecular weight of the driver gas, the pressure of the driver gas, and the vacuum level of the acceleration segment. Test time available for testing begins at the contact surface between States 20 and 5 and lasts until either the tail of the left-running expansion between States 2 and 5 reaches the test station or until the reflected head of the same wave reaches the test station.[1] The freestream state of the gas typically has a translational temperature near 300K with a very high velocity. The relative strengths of the primary shock (State 1 to State 2) and the unsteady expansion (State 2 to State 5) can be utilized to generate different Mach numbers and test conditions for a given total pressure ratio \( \frac{P_s}{P_{in}} \) which provides a significant degree of flexibility for the facility. Additional details about the LENS-XX facility may be found in the work of Dufrene, et al.[2, 3]

Determination of test conditions for this facility uses the CHEETAh code discussed by MacLean, et al.[4] This code solves for the intermediate states of the primary and secondary wave systems shown in Fig. 2 incorporating equilibrium chemistry, ionization, and thermodynamic excitation mechanisms. This tool provides a simple and accurate way to determine the State 5 condition using measured data from the facility for each run. One, two, and three-dimensional simulations of the expanding gas in the 96” test section have been performed, but describing the
turbulent boundary layer growth in the acceleration tube is a major uncertainty in such calculations. We have found that measuring the Pitot pressure immediately next to or on the test article provides an additional anchor for the CHEETAh code to most accurately determine the freestream state of the expanded gas.

The expansion tube concept is not new,[5] but the LENS-XX facility is unique in its large size and development as both a research facility and a production wind tunnel. The LENS-XX facility offers four unique advantages that no other facility in the world can offer. The first is a long test time, which will be on the order of one millisecond for most conditions and up to eight milliseconds for very low enthalpy flows (most other expansion tubes measure test time in tens of microseconds). Long test times have several advantages such as improved signal-to-noise for spectral, visual, or integrated measurements, time to stabilize separated regions, subsonic regions, or wakes, and improved data filtering options for measurements such as heat transfer or forces and moments. Second, the LENS-XX facility is unique in that it employs a moderately heated hydrogen driver and emission comes only from the shock layer. Other high enthalpy facilities use piston driven, arc heated, or combustion drivers[6-8] which are often as hot as the shock-layer gas itself so a spectrometer at the stagnation point of a model will be unable to distinguish between the emission that it sees from the shock layer and that from the driver. Third, the large size of the facility provides a very large inviscid core flow to test models either in the 60-cm (24") tube test section or the larger 240-cm (96") test section. Finally, we test our models out of the line-of-sight of the expansion tube. This is critical because extensive damage can occur from the metal diaphragms used in the driver; most other facilities cannot employ the sensitive and accurate measurement techniques that CUBRC utilizes without sacrificing the model on each and every run.

Notional maps of the duplication capability of the LENS-XX facility for air and carbon dioxide test gases are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). In each case, several trajectories of interest from recent NASA exploration activities are shown for reference to demonstrate that LENS-XX can duplicate an interesting range of conditions. In general, the facility can run any mixture of test gases; here, air was used with the exception of one run with pure nitrogen. Although the facility is relatively new, calibration and validation of the facility for flows of interest has been ongoing since late 2010. This calibration process made basic characterization measurements such as profiles of Pitot pressure in the test section plane as well as measurements on building-block models such as wedge, hemisphere, and cylinder shapes along with comparisons to CFD using freestream conditions determined using the techniques outlined by MacLean, et al. [4]

![Figure 2. X-t Wave Diagram of an Expansion Tunnel](image-url)
B. Instrumentation and Diagnostics

A 7-in. diameter Orion heat shield model was designed for testing in the LENS-XX facility. A schematic of the instrumentation layout is shown in Fig. 4. There were a total of 13 thin-film heat transfer gauges, 26 coaxial medtherm gauges, and 4 piezoelectric pressure transducers used to capture data on the heat shield surface. The origin is located at the center of the heat shield surface, with the negative \( x \) direction pointing towards the apex and the heat flux gauges evenly spaced along the \( z \)-axis. Pressure gauges are offset from the \( z \)-axis in the negative \( y \) direction and also evenly spaced with \( P_1 \) nearest the stagnation point. Figure 5 shows a picture of the instrumented model ready for testing. The model was mounted in the facility using an adapter that set the angle of attack of the heat shield to 20°. This attitude places the stagnation point of the heat shield at approximately \( z=+2.4 \) in. (6.1 cm), which corresponds most closely with gauge T6.
II. Test Results

A. Experimental Test Program

In the 91-CH program, measurements were made on a 7 in. diameter Orion heat shield model to demonstrate the capability of the new LENS-XX expansion tunnel facility to make quality heat transfer distributions at flow velocity levels from 3 km/s ($h_0 = 5$ MJ/kg) to 8.4 km/s ($h_0 = 36$ MJ/kg). Laminar run data from six runs are presented ranging from 12 MJ/kg to 36 MJ/kg. These runs were used to study the heating distribution on the Orion heat shield across a large enthalpy range, including one repeat run (Runs 3 and 6). The test matrix is shown in Table I. Run 2 was essentially a repeat of Run 1 a well, but used air as the test gas instead of nitrogen. Photographs of the model installed in LENS-XX prior to testing are shown in Fig. 6. Detailed results of the six model runs are discussed in the following subsections.
Table I. Test Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>$h_0$ (MJ/kg)</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>$U$ (km/s)</th>
<th>$P$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$T$ (K)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>AOA ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>ReD x10$^6$</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$N_2$</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>0.00761</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>0.00607</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Repeat of Run 1 w/ Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>0.00222</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>0.00245</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>0.00241</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Repeat of Run 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1416</td>
<td>0.00323</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) close-up of model prior to testing  
(b) model with calibration rake  
(c) installed model and rake including 16” Schlieren windows

Figure 6. Pre-Test Photos of Capsule Model Installed in LENS-XX  
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B. Determination of Test Condition

Test conditions for each run in the LENS-XX facility are computed using the CHEETAh code outlined by MacLean, et al. [4] CHEETAh solves the primary and secondary wave systems shown in Fig. 2 by incorporating options for equilibrium chemistry and thermodynamics. This code makes use of measured operating parameters in the facility to anchor the calculation of freestream conditions. In the primary system (consisting of States 1, 2, 3, 4), the initial test gas state (State 1), the driver gas temperature (State 4), and the primary shock speed are measured quantities. The effective driver gas pressure is computed to account for pressure losses incurred by non-ideal breaking of the large, steel diaphragms. In the secondary system (consisting of States 2, 5, 20, 10), the computed test gas state (State 2), the acceleration gas temperature (State 10), and the secondary shock speed are measured quantities. The effective acceleration gas pressure is calculated to account for the difficulty in making very accurate measurements of vacuum level pressures.

Non-ideal secondary diaphragm breaking is also an important issue in expansion tunnels. This effect can be accounted for by defining a State 2s, which modifies State 2 through a traveling wave at the point of secondary diaphragm break. CHEETAh can account for this effect empirically by specifying measured pressures located on the wall of the facility just upstream and just downstream of the secondary diaphragm. Conditions that use little Mylar at this station tend to break in a nearly ideal fashion while conditions with thick Mylar tend to show a correction.

The expansion process in the test section is anchored with a measured Pitot pressure at or near the location of the model. The effective area ratio of the expanding nozzle is different from the geometric area ratio of the nozzle because of viscous boundary layer growth both on the expansion tube walls and the surface of the nozzle itself, which are extremely difficult to accurately characterize.

C. Description of Numerical Tools

The primary, production computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tool used for LENS facility design, design-of-experiment, and data validation is the Data-Parallel Line-Relaxation (DPLR) code licensed by NASA Ames Research Center (ARC). DPLR is a multi-block, structured, finite-volume code that solves the reacting Navier-Stokes equations including finite rate chemical and thermal non-equilibrium effects. This code is based on the data-parallel line relaxation method[9] and implements a modified (low dissipation) Steger-Warming flux splitting approach[10] for the convection terms and central differencing for the diffusion terms. For the set of calculations shown in this work, standard five (N₂, O₂, NO, N, O) and seven (N₂, O₂, NO, N, O, NO⁺, e⁺) species air models were used with dissociation reaction rates given by Park, et al.[11] and Zel'Dovich reaction rates given by Bose and Candler.[12, 13] Reverse reaction rates were computed from equilibrium. Finite rate vibrational relaxation is modeled via a simple harmonic oscillator vibrational degree of freedom[14] using the Landau-Teller model.[15] Vibrational energy relaxation rates are computed by default from the semi-empirical expression due to Millikan and White,[16] but rates from the work of Camac[17] and Park, et al.[18] are substituted for specific collisions where experimental data exists. Vibration-dissociation coupling is currently modeled using the T-Tv approach of Park[19] or with some preliminary implementation of coupled vibration-dissociation vibration (CVDV) coupling.[20] Transport properties for the reacting mixtures are modeled in DPLR for high enthalpy flow[21, 22] using the binary collision-integral based mixing rules from Gupta, et al.[23] with a database of relevant collision integral data for high temperature air collisions.[24] Diffusion coefficients are modeled using the self-consistent effective binary diffusion (SCEBD). [25] Turbulence models available in the DPLR code currently include the Baldwin-Lomax 0-equation model,[26] the Spalart-Allmaras model 1-equation model,[27] and the Shear Stress Transport (SST) 2-equation model[28] each with corrections for compressibility effects.[29, 30]

The DPLR code has several options available to model surface catalysis at the solid surface boundary. Boundary conditions for each reacting species are individually computed from species mass balance at the surface, where species diffusion balances catalytic production for a non-ablating wall and a self-consistent diffusion model enforces total mixture diffusion flux conservation. The non-catalytic wall boundary condition enforces zero catalytic production for each species, which implies that diffusion flux for each will be zero. In this work, the “super-catalytic” boundary condition sets a mixture composition explicitly at the surface that coincides with the lowest energy composition of the gas without regard for reaction kinetics or reactant availability. The super-catalytic boundary condition enforces a non-physical set of catalytic production rates at the surface, but does provide an upper limit on energy release at the surface and thus a conservative estimate of heat transfer rate. The specified reaction efficiency (SRE) model enforces a user-specified efficiency for homogeneous catalytic reactions based on the fraction of reactant species that reach the surface for which a recombination event occurs. The reaction
efficiency (or reactant loss efficiency), \( \gamma \), may be specified as constant or as a function of temperature resulting from empirical curve-fit of experimental data. Very recently, a generalized, physics-based finite rate surface chemistry (FRSC) model\[31, 32]\ has been implemented in the DPLR code that allows for an arbitrary number of physical reaction forms such as Eley-Rideal and Langmuir-Hinshelwood recombination events to be specified. Gas phase reactants interact with adsorbed surface and bulk (thermal protection system) species through physical processes that can be used to model both catalytic and ablation systems.

D.

Experimental Data Comparisons to CFD

The experimental measurements of surface heat transfer rate, surface pressure, and shock profile for each experiment have been compared to simulations performed with the DPLR code. Each simulation was performed on a four-block three-dimensional grid consisting of a total 1.6x10^6 hexagonal cells. For each individual simulation, the grid was adapted to the bow shock to mitigate numerical disruption of heat transfer prediction and the near wall cell center was clustered to a cell Reynolds number less than one with approximately 5% stretching ratio. In all the experiments shown in this work, the character of the experimental data is laminar, so fully laminar simulations were performed. Radiative heating has been neglected in all the simulations; it is unlikely to be significant except perhaps for Run 13. In all cases, the surface data measured in the experiments have been plotted with plus and minus one standard deviation bars on each data point.

No Schlieren photograph was available for Run 13, but it was taken on each of the other runs. These images were compared to the CFD solution by extracting the magnitude of the density gradient along the centerplane of each CFD solution and adjusting the coloring scheme until only the bow shock and the boundary layer were clearly visible. In each case, the corresponding CFD solution was overlaid on the experimental tare image by using a digital image manipulation software package since the density gradient in the boundary layer is very large and can obscure the true surface in the experimental images with flow on. These comparisons are presented in Figs. 7 - 11. Each figure presents the comparison for a single run. In each figure, (a) presents the experimental Schlieren image taken during the middle of the averaging interval, (b) presents the corresponding CFD solution overlaid on the tare image (no flow), and (c) presents the CFD solution overlaid on the image with flow. In many cases, the comparison between CFD and experiment is so good that it the CFD solution covers up the shocks otherwise visible in the Schlieren image. Although it does not seem possible to make a quantitative statement about the accuracy between the CFD and the experiment because of the qualitative process by which we have aligned the two images, there is no clear evidence that the CFD does not match the experiments sufficiently well. In contrast, several observations have been previously made in the LENS-I reflected shock tunnel in high-enthalpy reacting air and carbon dioxide test gases where macroscopic discrepancies were clearly visible using this comparison technique.[33, 34]

The comparison of the measured and predicted surface pressure for all six runs is shown in Fig. 12. In general the surface pressure is predicted accurately. In some early runs, the pressure transducer nearest to the stagnation point was not operating and had to be replaced several runs into the test program. It is emphasized that these four pressure measurements are slightly off the centerplane of the test article. The corresponding solution plane has been extracted to make the CFD comparison, but we note that the pressure level is only a few percent different from the corresponding centerplane distribution anyway.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Experimental Schlieren and CFD Density Gradient Magnitude for Run 01
Figure 8. Comparison of Experimental Schlieren and CFD Density Gradient Magnitude for Run 02

Figure 9. Comparison of Experimental Schlieren and CFD Density Gradient Magnitude for Run 03

Figure 10. Comparison of Experimental Schlieren and CFD Density Gradient Magnitude for Run 05

Figure 11. Comparison of Experimental Schlieren and CFD Density Gradient Magnitude for Run 06
Finally, the surface heat flux comparisons are shown for all six runs in Fig. 13. In this case a number of CFD solutions are shown with different surface catalysis boundary condition models. The non-catalytic and super-catalytic solutions essentially act to demonstrate the limiting bounds of predicted heat flux from the CFD code. In general, the data lies between these two limits. A number of solutions have been run with the SRE model and different assumed recombination efficiencies have also been shown, with the solution assuming $\gamma=0.02$ seeming to best fit the general data level overall, which is very consistent with earlier findings on cylindrical and hemispherical probe shapes.

A few observations can be made about the heat transfer comparisons. First, analysis of the CFD solutions shows that the effect of SRE catalytic reactions is primary on oxygen recombination as there are very few nitrogen atoms reaching the surface, particularly at the lower enthalpy levels. Second, the SRE model considers only homogeneous recombination (e.g. $\text{O} + \text{O} \rightarrow \text{O}_2$ and $\text{N} + \text{N} \rightarrow \text{N}_2$ reactions), so the surface is considered inert to nitric oxide. A previous study from LENS-XX looking at cylindrical and hemispherical shapes did look at the effect of nitric oxide reactivity and found that it can lower the predicted heat transfer rate by several percent. This effect was not considered here because the results are expected to be similar. Additionally, gas phase modeling such as transport coefficients and gaseous reaction rates can influence the predicted heat transfer. These effects were also considered in our previous work. Here, we emphasize that the conclusion that the experimental data best matches the CFD with a SRE boundary condition using $\gamma=0.02$ is contingent upon use of all of these associated models. Finally, in general, we do not observe any notable differences between the thin-film and the coaxial thermocouple heat flux sensors.
E. Numerical Uncertainty

Per the AIAA standard on numerical uncertainty,[36] several forms of error in CFD solutions are considered. Since all the simulations were performed for laminar flows on grids aligned to the shock, DPLR converged close to machine precision limits in all cases (about 14 orders of magnitude residual decrease). Spatial grid dependency is considered more fully since it is the primary verification error mode for the simulations. To address this, the baseline grid (after shock alignment) was increased in density from the nominal $1.6 \times 10^6$ cells for the Run 03 solution for the SRE catalytic wall with $\gamma = 0.02$. This particular solution was picked since Run 03 was repeated once and was one of the highest enthalpy conditions. The $\gamma = 0.02$ solution appears to match the experimental data most closely among the wall models tested. Unfortunately, computer memory limitations made it impossible to double the grid density, so the grid density was increased by 50% in each direction (through linear interpolation along the nominal grid lines) to form a fine grid level with $5.4 \times 10^6$ cells. This fine grid was then sequenced by two in each direction to provide a coarse grid, yielding three grid levels with relative cell density of 1.5, 1.0, and 0.75. Since heat transfer is the most sensitive metric for blunt body stagnation regions, the heat transfer was compared for the Run 03 SRE $\gamma = 0.02$ case between all three grids across the locations where the experimental measurements are compared. The percent difference between the finest grid level and the nominal and coarse grids are shown in Fig. 14. The percent difference varies from location to location on the surface, but is within 1.1% between the finest and nominal grids. The coarse solution is slightly larger.
This percent difference can be interpreted as a Richardson extrapolation error estimator \( (E_1) \) if the spatial order of accuracy is known.\[37\] The DPLR code is formally second order, but the use of limiters through the bow shock can reduce the observed order of accuracy to something between 1.0 and 2.0. If we assume that, at worst, the method will converge as first order, the \( E_1 \) error estimator from the finest grid level is equal to the percent difference divided by the ratio of cell densities minus one. Because the percent difference varies from point to point on the surface, the average, median, minimum, and maximum percent difference values for each grid have been extracted as representative metrics. These error estimator values are summarized in Table II.

Extracting the observed order of accuracy from the three grid solutions proved to be erratic largely because the nominal solution is adapted to the bow shock, but the fine and coarse grid solutions are derived from the nominal grid. As these additional grids were not re-adapted to the bow shock independently, the percent differences between the solutions may equally be caused by grid adaptation differences rather than formal convergence accuracy. In any event, the values summarized in Table II should represent conservative estimates of grid convergence and demonstrate that the nominal grid is sufficiently resolved to within approximately 3% or less. This level of grid convergence is more than sufficient to make accurate comparisons to the experimental measurements.

### Table II. Richardson Extrapolation Error Estimator, \( E_1 \), for Finest Grid Assuming First Order Spatial Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid level</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>minimum</th>
<th>maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominal</td>
<td>0.006%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>-0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validation of the numerical models carries far larger uncertainty than the spatial or temporal convergence of the numerical methods in this application. Heat flux is measured directly in the experiment, but the computed heat flux is dependent on a number of assumed physical models such as gas phase reaction rates, vibrational relaxation, electronic excitation, viscosity, thermal conductivity, diffusion, and catalytic reaction efficiencies. The true uncertainty in many of these models is largely unknown – indeed the characterization and reduction of such uncertainties is the primary purpose of the experiments.

### F. Non-Dimensional Analysis

A non-dimensional analysis was completed based on the Stanton number \( (Ch) \)-Reynolds \( (Re) \) number scaling typical used in lower enthalpy shock tunnel programs. Where noted, a reference temperature correction based on the estimated boundary layer temperature from Cheng \[38\] was used to compute \( Ch^* \) and \( Re^* \) values. Figure 15a shows the non-dimensional heat transfer for all run as a reference, but normalizing these data yields a more interesting result. Figure 15b attempts to collapse all run data with the reference temperature correction, and the authors find it very interesting that indeed all of these program runs do collapse so well. It is not obvious, at this point, if the reference temperature correction is physically meaningful across this large range of conditions involving complex shock layer chemistry, or if it is a fortuitous result related to some other phenomenon, but is indicating results are consistent and this is a positive result. Figure 16 is the same as Fig. 15b with two additional LENS I runs included from the hot shoulder program (67CH).\[39\] LENS I Run 18 was at 5 MJ/kg, and this run appears to collapse well.
with the current program data. LENS I Run 14, however, was at approximately 10 MJ/kg and significant freestream
dissociation exists at this enthalpy level. Interestingly, this run does not collapse well with the current dataset at all.
In addition to the reference temperature correction, LENS I heat transfer rates were scaled up based on the ratio of
the square root of the diameters of the models used. The LENS I model had a 14 in. diameter, so a factor of root two
was applied to its non-dimensional data. Again, it is not clear what should happen, and there are not enough runs at
high enthalpies at this point to provide a clear non-dimensional analysis, but there are certainly some interesting
questions raised. Future work will improve the understanding of non-dimensional analyses at these very high
enthalpies.

![Figure 15. Heat Transfer vs. Position for LENS-XX Runs](image1.png)

![Figure 16. Non-Dimensional Heat Transfer with Reference Temperature Correction Normalized with Reynolds Number Based on Laminar Boundary Layer Exponent vs. Position for LENS-XX Runs Including Two Moderate Enthalpy 67CH LENS I Runs](image2.png)
III. Conclusions

A comprehensive heat transfer dataset was collected in an expansion tunnel in high enthalpy flows up to 36 MJ/kg with a non-dissociated freestream. A major finding of this test series is that the low-density flows displayed surface heating behavior that is observed to be consistent with some finite-rate recombination process occurring on the surface of the model. It is too early to speculate on the nature of the mechanism, but the response of the gages on the surface seems generally repeatable and consistent for a range of conditions. This result is an important milestone in developing and proving a capability to make measurements in a ground test environment and extrapolate them to flight for conditions with extreme non-equilibrium effects. In general, no significant, isolated stagnation point augmentation (“bump”) was observed in the tests in this facility. Cases at higher Reynolds number seemed to show the greatest amount of overall increase in heating on the windward side of the model, which may in part be due to small-scale particulate; in general, however, the surface heating data trends were very well behaved.
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